
SYNOPSIS: City of Myths, River of Dreams 

 

 

City of myths, river of dreams is a travel narrative describing a journey through West Africa. 

Timbuktu and the River Niger are its point of focus.  

The title is drawn from the 17th and 18th century explorers and adventurers who died in alarming 

numbers searching for glory and riches in the mythical city. In the Age of Enlightenment Britain’s 

appetite for knowledge and bounty knew few bounds. And whilst the truth of Timbuktu has long 

been known the allure has not gone away. Today, instead of the hunt for gold and celebrity, the 

modern visitor seeks culture and music, more specifically: The Festival in the Desert. 

First staged in January 2001 the festival is, first and foremost, a celebration of peace. It marked a 

cessation in fighting between the Tuareg and the various governments of the countries over whose 

boundaries the Tuareg roam. The festival is a true melting pot. For the rebellious, leathery-faced 

Tuareg, the “Masters of the Desert”, the four day event is a surprising display of eccentricity. This 

was the focus of our journey; getting there with our own vehicle was the challenge.  

The narrative describes the countries we crossed, the people we met, the minor mishaps and the 

small victories. To place our journey in perspective, and broaden the scope of the story, I have 

overlaid the narrative with tales of the explorers sent to Africa, and what drove them to risk their 

lives on such a venture. The narrative includes a concise history of the ancient Sudanic kingdoms and 

the southerly creep of Islam.  

In some ways the Sahel, or desert shore, has not changed in the last two hundred years. To journey 

beside the River Niger is still to court the risk of banditry, or worse, kidnap by resurgent Islamic 

fundamentalists. This was an ever-present threat for us during the journey. On several occasions we 

were warned by friendly Tuareg concerning our route. An entirely separate group of four tourists 

were kidnapped along the Niger during our journey, the Englishman later executed. Sadly, the region 

is increasingly unstable. 

I believe the primary market for City of myths, river of dreams are overlanders.    


